
THIS PAPER engages with the tension between what has been called “untranslata-bility” in discussions pertaining to Comparative Literature (or, more recently,World Literature) and its implications for Translation Studies in general and forthe practice of translation in particular, with a focus on the translation of culturemes. Thisapproach can be viewed as a dialogue between the macro/ top-down/ theoretical remitof Comparative Literature and the micro/ bottom-up/ practice-oriented approach ofthe translator. The positional implications of this formulation are less than felicitous;however, they are meant to suggest a critique of the current state of affairs in and betweenthe disciplines involved. As this paper is occasioned by the translation into English of theGeneral Dictionary of Romanian Literature (2004–2009, second edition 2016–), the chal-lenges faced in the translation of culturemes will be illustrated based on various dictionaryentries, particularly because a dictionary of literature is evidently dappled with culturemes.Moreover, the translators have no precedent to relate to, no trodden ground to work with,a fact that makes their undertaking all the more challenging. Two types of culturemewill be discussed: one that reflects Romania’s historically conditioned cultural mélangeand another that embodies strong ideological overtones in literary discourse. The formerrelates particularly to Wallachia’s past under Ottoman rule or influence and its contem-porary cultural and linguistic effects, the latter to a literary current entitled poporanismwhich poses dilemmas to translators due to its highly ideological charge. The paper there-fore evinces a four-part structure: a discussion of untranslatability’s current status inthe humanities, a philosophical and ideological argument on untranslatability, followedby an examination of historical culturemes and their translation and finally by theanalysis of an ideologically charged cultureme.
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1. Untranslatability: Current Critical Developments

RECENTLY, UNTRANSLATABILITY has gained spectacular currency in the humanities,a fact most often traced back to Emily Apter’s Against World Literature: On thePolitics of Untranslatability (2013) and Barbara Cassin’s Dictionary of Untranslatables:A Philosophical Lexicon (2004; 2014 in English). Apter’s declared intention is to “invokeuntranslatability as a deflationary gesture towards the expansionism and gargantuan scaleof world-literary endeavors”1 in an attempt to question “tendencies in World Literaturetoward reflexive endorsement of cultural equivalence and substitutability or . . . thecelebration of nationally and ethnically branded ‘differences’ that have been niche-mar-keted as commercialized ‘identities.’”2 While the notion of “untranslatability” is anythingbut new, harking back at least to Luther’s translation of the Bible and the ensuing con-troversies, it has sparked a fierce debate in current scholarship, a fact evinced by editedcollections published within the last three years—Institutions of World Literature: Writing,Translations, Markets (2016), Untranslatability Goes Global (2018), Untranslatability:Interdisciplinary Perspectives (2019)—and by a host of articles and papers published in var-ious journals, most notably issue 17 of n+1, entitled “The Evil Issue” (2013).3As was to be expected, while many of the articles and chapters engage with theconcept of “untranslatability” in a tone of agreement, dissenting voices are also makingthemselves heard. Gauti Kristmannsson, for example, finds both Apter’s claim and n+1’sclamorous Marxist reaction4 to her poststructuralist attitude of doubt elitist and reac-tionary for righteously circumscribing ‘suitable’ readerships and critical constituenciesof World Literature, whether they be academics versed in the hermeneutics of suspi-cion or “a borderless audience of radicals.”5 Kristmannsson further criticizes Apter’s under-taking for its “neo-philological angst,” “neo-theoretical angst,”6 and “institutional angst,”7as well as for “the way she puts world literature and translation into one pot and stokesthe fire.”8 “Untranslatability” does indeed lend itself to an easy and instrumental appro-priation by Comparative/World Literature, whereby the recent achievements of trans-lation studies are successfully belittled and a more thorough engagement with actual trans-lations is eschewed, as Helgesson and Vermeulen point out.9Klaus Mundt is another critic of “untranslatability” in its current conception, whichhe finds not only unhelpful, but indeed pernicious to translation studies and practice,as he argues that its present circulation is politically motivated as well as based on anarrow definition of translation itself.10 Taking a look at non-European translationcontexts, he comes to the conclusion that translation has been an “inherently necessary,desirable and possible activity in and across different cultural systems,”11 thus (un)wit-tingly countering Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s Derridean claim that “in every possiblesense, translation is necessary, but impossible.”12 Mundt demonstrably has a bone to pickwith deconstruction and postmodernism; however, his analogy between deconstruc-tion and colonialism is compelling, as is his thesis that, at a political level, untranslata-bility is a “matter of choice rather than an a priori condition”13 and the implicationthat “untranslatability” is a Euro-centric contraption. David Gramling goes one step fur-ther in his claim that “untranslatability” is an affront to translation by drafting ten sce-narios for ten areas in which “untranslatability” gives offence, ranging from transla-
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tors, through philosophy, politics (via sovereignty) and social sciences (via the “right tountranslatability”), to gender studies, philology and disability studies. In his view,given that we are living during the linguacene (“this age of global simultaneous trans-lation”14), we cannot afford favoring “worry over work, scandal over sustenance, griev-ance over dialogue, and elite rumination over popular access.”15 In the context of massmigration, “acute planetary suffering, for-profit war and aggravated intercultural mis-representation,”16 this indulgence which “untranslatability” represents is destructive. As will be obvious by now, the discourse of “untranslatability”‘s detractors hailsfrom the translational camp. Consequently, we will distance ourselves from both the the-oretical macro-level of World Literature and from the English-centered (albeit pan-European) debate in order to focus on what has been attempted in other critical idiomsand/or cultures, in particular in Romania, but also in Central and Eastern Europe. Thefirst concept to make itself conspicuous within the framework of (un)translatability is the“cultureme,” a notion scarcely encountered in translation literature in English. Coinedby Raymond Cattell in 1949, the concept has been revived by the Estonian-Swedishlinguist Els Oksaar in her 1988 Kulturemtheorie: Ein Beitrag zur Sprachverwen -dungsforschung.17 The cultureme is the smallest unit carrying cultural (and culture-spe-cific) information, a concept developed analogically to, for example, the phoneme, themorpheme or the lexeme.18 However, in contradistinction to these, the cultureme isnot a linguistic concept, but one related to extralinguistic, social and cultural contexts,denoting a social phenomenon that is specific to a certain culture which, however, emergesas such only by comparison to another culture which lacks that phenomenon. Theconcept of cultureme has been taken up by Skopos theorists like Christiane Nord,Hans Vermeer and Heidrun Witte. Interestingly, in Romanian translation studies, ithas mushroomed in academic papers and articles written in Romanian, German andEnglish, and a book-length study by Georgiana Lungu-Badea written in Romanian.19Most of the articles are concerned with strategies for translating culturemes as evincedby various translations to or from Romanian, while Lungu-Badea’s book takes care todelimit the cultureme from the allusion, the quotation, the connotation, the cultism,the neologism, the socioleme and the translateme and to offer models of translation analy-sis and evaluation. 

2. The Cultureme As the Untranslatable 

THE CULTUREME, an element containing cultural information, exists as such in “onlyone of the two cultures being compared.”20 Viewed in this way, the cultureme isnot of a static nature, but emerges as “a social phenomenon [that] is opposedto another social phenomenon, apparently alike, but which are deeply different and char-acterize particular communities.”21 The metadiscourse in which culturemes opposetheir forces when one tries to translate them acquires a political nuance, evoking DavidGramling’s notion of sovereignty, which is, in Apter’s terms the equivalent of theUntranslatable, a symptom of difference.22 This will be addressed later in the paper.Jan Pederson shows that cultural transfer does not work solely through language and sug-



gests a middle-of-the-road point of view, asserting that some things are intralinguistic,while others are extralinguistic. Pederson’s way of seeing things conceives of the cul-tureme as an ECR (Extralinguistic Culture-bound Reference): “Extralinguistic Culture-bound Reference (ECR) is defined as reference that is attempted by means of any cul-ture-bound linguistic expression, which refers to an extralinguistic entity or process,and which is assumed to have a discourse referent that is identifiable to a relevant audi-ence as this referent is within the encyclopedic knowledge of this audience.”23In this way the translation of ECRs can be undertaken using various strategies pro-posed by Pederson in the following taxonomy: (1) official equivalent, (2) retention,(3) specification, (3.1) explicitation, (3.2) addition, (4) direct translation, (5) general-ization, (6) substitution, (6.1) cultural substitution, (6.2) paraphrase, (6.2.1) paraphrasewith sense transfer, (6.2.2) situational paraphrase, (7) omission.24 It is very clear, fromthis perspective, that translation is a process always having to choose between Derrida’sQuantitative or Qualitative Law, i.e. translation never respects a 1:1 ratio to the original.This may seem counterintuitive, but it also supports the thesis of the possibility oftranslation. Moreover, translation is possible even in situations when the code is changed.One should take into account that statistical analysis, for example, is a translation ofthe same event that is analyzed with the means of, say, psychology. The same happenswithin language by switching codes; the same happens with the understanding of par-adigms. Maybe their meaning cannot be grasped at the moment, in the present, but itall unfolds if considered in retrospect. Thus incommensurability is not really incom-mensurable, even though one has to admit that there actually is something that doesnot really translate entirely. Having acknowledged this, one must consider Klaus Mundt’spoint of view regarding the reasons why some advocate untranslatability. In his subchapter“Untranslatability as Theoretical and Philosophical Point of Contention”25 he reiteratesthe accusations that postmodernism comes in the guise of a colonial rule trying to imposeits condition. This is visible, he continues, in the inner dynamics of postmodernism itself,in the way that its proponents are blind to views other than theirs. His contention isargued with an example of ideological blindness: 
Evidence for that can be found, for instance, in Dirlik and Zhang, who embarkon a search for the “global condition of postmodernity” (1997: 18) in China. Arguablythe Confucian-based, humanistic and collectivist Chinese philosophical traditiondoes not easily accommodate notions of postmodernity. This is because the post-modern tends to call for the disruption of established systems and structures to count-er teleological explanations of society and history (Choat 2010: 130), while theConfucian value system is arguably very much teleological (Fan 2002; Wang 2005).Although it could be argued that Confucian values have declined in importance incontemporary China (Fan 2002), Cheng (2002: 367) maintains that there remainsin Chinese philosophy a tendency towards unity, harmony and continuity that orig-inates from Chinese traditions, such as Confucianism and Taoism; and these val-ues stand in stark contrast to the deliberately disruptive postmodern. Thus, intheir insistence on the validity of “the postmodern condition” to the Chinese con-text, by ignoring the inherent philosophical tradition of the system they analyze,
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Dirlik and Zhang quite nonchalantly impose their own ideology on an unsuit-able context.26
The example of China as a culture containing two different forces always in oppositionis instructive because it puts forth a truistic argument which becomes more powerfulwhen it is reinforced by other examples showing that every culture functions in thisparadoxical way. For example, the Romanian interwar cultural scene was the battlegroundof contradictory ideologies, Traditionalism and Modernism. This takes us back totranslatables and untranslatables, which coexist within language in the form of the cul-tureme. They are each other’s shadow. Simultaneously, when something is translated,something is non-translated. In this way, culture as language and language as cultureappear to be a network of elements having multiple and latent virtual combinatorypossibilities. This may seem a commonplace, but the translators are the key operators,for they transform possibilities into probabilities by activating them, thus implyingthat translation “is a pragmatic choice, not an issue of indeterminacy of meaning.”27It is not only counterintuitive to edit a dictionary, or a lexicon as Barbara Cassinlikes to call it, that is trying to render the meaning of the words called “untranslata-bles,” but it is a task impossible to fulfill for evident reasons. However, Untranslatablesdo not refer to words that have no equivalent in the Target Language/Code, but to wordswhose meanings contain semantic subtleties that morph into Sovereignties that try to resistnegotiation during the translation process. Translating a word, not only in Apter’s view,is a process involving the negotiation of differences. When this negotiation is appro-priately contextualized, the word has been translated adequately. In her “Introduction”to the Dictionary of Untranslatables, Barbara Cassin suggests that “to speak of untrans-latables in no way implies that the terms in question, or the expressions, the syntacticalor grammatical turns, are not and cannot be translated: the untranslatable is ratherwhat one keeps on (not) translating.”28 It seems very clear that what the author speaks ofare the pragmatic choices of the translators as the way in which they conduct the nego-tiation, which is a process of great importance since the meaning of the Untranslatablecontains an element which is resistant to translation-negotiation, a quality of the mean-ing called by David Gramling and others the Sovereign, i.e. “that which does not gettranslated or can withhold translation discretionarily.”29 In this view, Apter goes on todefine the Untranslatable as being afflicted by something negative (the forces of the trans-lation process) and culminating in a symptomatology: “This effect of the non-carry-over (of meaning) that carries over nonetheless (on the back of grammar), or thattransmits at a half-crocked semantic angle, endows the Untranslatable with a distinctsymptomology. Words that assign new meanings to old terms, neologisms, names forideas that are continually re-translated or mistranslated, translations that are obviouslyincommensurate (as in the use of esprit for ‘mind’ or Geist), these are among the mostsalient symptoms of the genuine Untranslatable.”30This excerpt does not constitute a traditional definition of the concept, because theUntranslatable is not a localized structure: it can be the word itself, or only a smallpart of it; it depends on the context. Thus, the Untranslatable is the structure that dis-rupts the Target Language. Consequently, what Apter means is not that there is no
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strategy to translate Untranslatables into other languages. The author even shares anexample of a correct possibility of translation of the Greek hypokeimenon. In response,Terian31 argues that the example stands for a contradiction of her own definition of theUntranslatable. However, this would be a sign of Apter’s mere methodological naivety.Moreover, in his argument against Apter’s Untranslatability, Terian claims that terms suchas midrash, monogatari, xiaoshuo and qissa (kept in the original in Moretti’s text), seemto be examples for the cases of “real” Untranslatables, possibly for “translations thatare obviously incommensurate”32 which, despite their apparent untranslatability, havebeen translated into other languages, more specifically as “Hebrew, Japanese, Mandarinand Arab novels.” This is true, but there is a nuance: the rendition has operated, throughmetonymy, with the help of the hypernym, the genre specificity has been surrenderedto the ethnicity of the novel. Therefore, translation has taken place, but the renditionfailed to transfer the concept’s specific traits. In this case, the Untranslatable resistedby being the “the sovereign-as-untranslatable,” defined by Gramling as “that which claimsor maintains power (successfully) [and] may then be perceived primarily or derivative-ly as that which does not translate or does not get translated.”33 The Sovereign has itsown “Dominant” system, as Mundt puts it, “that maintain[s its] status by sheer force,as exemplified in dictatorial states,”34 as opposed to the hegemonic system that is a tol-erated domination. Consequently, although incommensurability exists, there are differ-ent strategies that can help to circumvent it in translation, conceived of as a negotia-tion of differences. In this view, incommensurability is not just the sum of these differences,but it is more of a mark of individuality; were it not for its existence, linguistic identitywould be relativized to annihilation.

3. Translating Culturemes: Ion Barbu—A Case Study

AT SOME point in the introduction to her Against World Literature, Apter states that,among other things, “questions of untranslatability are rooted in . . . hermeti-cism.”35 A substantial entry in the General Dictionary of Romanian Literature isdedicated to Ion Barbu, the Romanian hermetic poet par excellence. Barbu’s hermeti-cism complicates translation, yet there emerge additional, cultural challenges, consist-ing in his Wallachian and Balkan allegiances, as well as mythical and mathematical con-structs. As the dictionary entry contains both a number of his poems quoted in fulland critical metalanguage, his hermeticism and his Balkan constructs tend to spill intothe metalanguage as well. The first difficulty already arises with the title of his volumeJoc secund, which has been variously translated as Second Game, Secondary Game, A HiddenGame and Second Play.36 If one were to adhere to a literal translation, Second Gamewould seem to be the ‘safest’ alternative, as Venuti implies in his analysis of Mandelbaum’stranslation of the Italian hermetic poet Ungaretti,37 in which he endorses the former’s“fairly strict lexicographical equivalence” while deploring his introduction of an inap-propriate “strain of Victorian poeticism.”38 However, as Barbu’s volume contains aneponymous poem, the translator is sorely tempted to try for an interpretation andcheck her translation against it. As a result, Second Play emerges as the more appropri-



ate choice, as the poem suggests the play of ideas and words in poetry. Nevertheless, trans-lational freedoms taken with hermetic poetry should be kept to a minimum, in ordernot to restrict the plethora of potential meanings a reader might read into the work, asVenuti also suggests. While hermeticism does not directly relate to culturemes, it givesan idea of the “great caution and humility”39 a translator should operate with. Barbu’s use of culturemes is—predictably—most conspicuous in his Balkan cycle ofpoems. Nastratin Hogea la Isarlâk (Nasreddin Hodja at Isarlâk) is an example in point.The historical context of the southern part of contemporary Romania, called Wallachia,is relevant here: Wallachia was under Ottoman domination between the early fifteenthand the mid-nineteenth centuries, to different extents of political and military control.Interestingly, this history of oppression does not put Barbu off tackling it in his poems;on the contrary, in a letter to Romanian poet George Topârceanu, he claims to be bothirritated by “sãmãnãtorist”40 poetry and hostile to foreign influences (probably Frenchand German), which is why his poetry evinces a Balkan strain, which Topârceanu hadcriticized as “obscure.”41The translation of “Nastratin Hogea” into “Nasreddin Hodja” is already debatable.While the protagonist of Romanian writer Anton Pann’s Nãzdrãvãniile lui Nastratin Hogea(1853) is indeed based on the Islamic satirist and sage, the work’s popularity with Romanianreaders transformed the character into a national treasure and therefore a Romaniancultureme; in Barbu’s poem there is also an intertextual allusion to Pann, but that is anoth-er discussion. However, “Nasreddin Hodja” would certainly be more evocative for English-language readerships, while it would arguably represent what Venuti terms a “domesti-cation.”42 “Isarlâk,” in its turn, is beset with other difficulties: there seems to be no referentfor this white citadel evoked by Barbu, which is thus transformed into a mythical,Troy-like city. As will be seen from the following, the Turkish suffix “-lik” denotes a nounand would be the equivalent in English of “-ness” or “-tion.” The search for Isar hasnot returned any satisfactory connections to Arabic languages (if anything, the nameof the river Isar, a confluent of the Danube, suggests “water” via Indo-European andCeltic elements). However, there is a suspiciously similar-sounding word in Turkish, esir-lik, which denotes captivity, but also has connotations of enthrallment. As the peopleof Isarlâk are eagerly awaiting Nastratin’s kayak on the banks of a river in order tohang from his wise lips, the enthrallment thesis is plausible. Be that as it may, a domes-ticating translation of Isarlâk would be too far-fetched in this case. Moreover, the Ottomanmusicality of Isarlâk would be preserved if left untranslated. After all, musicality is thepoetic fulcrum of Barbu’s hermetic poetry, but also of his slightly more epically inclinedpoems, of which Nastratin Hogea is an example. Moving away from Barbu’s poetry43 to the criticism devoted to it, it is evident thatthe profusion of culturemes of Ottoman extraction persists. Beizadea, for example, is men-tioned no less than six times in the entry, five of which in connection to Barbu’s (or ratherBarbilian’s, since Barbu is a pen name) person. Unlike Barbilian, who lived during thefirst half of the twentieth century, Eugen Simion, the author of this section of theentry, writes in the early twenty-first century, in the wake of postcolonialism. As itturns out, beizadea is going through a contemporary revival in Romanian society at large,due to its ironic connotations. In Turkish, beyzade denotes the son of a prince or a
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noble and a refined person, thus lacking negative connotations. In contemporary Romanian,however, the word is used most often in connection with the offspring of (allegedlycorrupt) Romanian public figures who seem to be born with a silver spoon in theirmouths. According to Rodica Zafiu, the ironic connotation of beizadea was already inplace by 1913; she also claims that in the second half of the nineteenth century, the polit-ical discourse of modern Romania was ironically recycling vocabulary of Turkish ori-gin, alluding particularly to corruption and decadence. As the word beizadea “fills alexical void”44 (the only other expression in Romanian with a similar meaning being copilde bani gata, which literally translates into “a child of ready money”), its translation isof course problematic, especially if one would like to observe (Derridean) quantitativeequivalence: “offspring born to privilege” falls short of the desired economy of language.As the beizadea is most often contrasted to the Greek-mythology-loving geometricianBarbilian within the entry, the Ottoman overtones emerge as important: the decadenceand corruption of the Ottoman empire is contrasted to the noble Greek ideal.45 Underthese circumstances, keeping the untranslated beizadea or perhaps even its Turkishform beyzade seems appropriate. Not so with another cultureme mentioned four timesin connection with the young poet’s German adventures, his dissipation and the neg-lect of his doctoral studies: crailâc, which is made up of the Slavonic crai and theTurkish suffix already mentioned above. The denotation of crai refers to ruler or prince,whereas its connotation pertains to the realm of decadence, meaning roué, rake, phi-landerer or libertine. Due to its suffix, crailâc would translate as “rakemanship” (over-wrought and unfortunately invented), “the ways of a roué,” “libertinage” or, if one wantsto avoid the French nuance, “libertinism.” This translation strategy would sacrifice for-eignization over domestication, but it would be necessary to the intelligibility of the text.

4. Translating Ideology: Poporanism

THIS SECTION addresses the possibility of translating into English a Romanianconcept, Poporanism, which has been placed under the umbrella of the generic cul-tural-esthetic ideology known as Traditionalism (mainly in opposition to Modernism).The main problem that arises in the translation of this term into English (or into anyother language, for that matter) consists of the fact that it is, at the same time, an ide-ologized and ideologizing concept bound to its cultural space because of its nuances, butalso part of a broader multilayered network. Thus, the concept refers to things localand transnational: Poporanism is derived from the Romanian word “popor” (En. “peo-ple/peoples”46) and shares similarities with narodnicism and populism. The English translation of poporanism as populism is a debatable choice, for it givesrise to problems not only of connotation, but also of the loss of its original mean-ing. From a contemporary perspective, poporanism is thought of as one of the “so calledliterary currents of autochthonous origin from the first decades of the twentiethcentury” illustrating “the powerful resurgence in the literary domain of extrinsic influ-ence factors (ideology carriers).”47 More of an ideology than a literary current, itpromoted the emancipation of the rural individual through culture, whose agents were



the intellectuals that were seen as having a moral duty to help the peasantry. This socialclass was considered the purest of all, uncontaminated by the sterility of Westernizedcivilization. As its paradigmatic form of expression, the artistic work is the placethat reflects “the two thousand years of the Romanian people’s subjective and objec-tive life in the natural environment in which it was meant to live.”48 At the core ofthis ideology is the Romanian peasant and in the view of its leading ideologue GarabetIbrãileanu “poporanism is not a theory, it is an attitude, it is the feeling of gratitude,of sympathy and of responsibility for the peasantry.”49 Its advocates are, thus, mili-tants and activists; some intellectuals even moved to the countryside to educate thepeasants. In literature, its aesthetic credo maintained that the main figure of the workof art must be the peasant in her natural environment, described in a realistic way.Ibrãileanu is very explicit in this regard: poporanism is “the moral attitude of antipa-thy towards the village’s leeches . . . , because it implies the attitude of sympathytowards the peasantry.”50 Therefore, it is more of an ideology than a mere literary cur-rent and it also echoes the Russian narodnicism (Russian narod = people). C. Sterewas the first ideologue of poporanism and the first to have used the denomination;in his youth he was influenced by narodnicism and he even served within the move-ment.51 However, C. Stere published his first article related to this ideology as lateas 1894, followed by other ideologues detailing the importance of the work and exem-plifying it with actions of the Russians narodniks.52 When he speaks of narodnicismhe uses the domesticated poporanism. This may suggest that the terms are eachother’s counterparts. From an etymological perspective, narodnicism is derived fromthe Russian term narod which, “exactly like ‘people,’ signifies both the populationof a country and ‘the lower classes, the common people.’”53 Similarly, poporanism isa term derived from the obsolete Romanian term poporan, meaning an individual oflow social status; poporan is also derived from the Romanian popor, which could betranslated as narod, and which designates both the population of a country and theindividuals of low social standing. Since they are so similar to each other, we might compare the translation of poporanisminto English to the English translation of narodnicism, its official equivalent,54 whichhas been translated as populism. However, populism does not quite fit the ideology of popo-ranism, nor that of narodnicism, for two reasons. First, although populism is similar to popo-ranism from an etymological perspective (both terms are derived from the Latin popu-lus), they do not reflect the same realities: the Romanian peasants were oppressed bythe landlords and their uprising against the latter was violently suppressed in 1907, whilethe peasants in the Unites States could forge alliances. Second, in contemporary times,populism comes with a negative connotation attached, at least in Romania, being repre-sentative of politicians who make vain promises in order to gain votes. One possibility would be to translate it as peopleism, for in this way it is distinctivefrom the pejorative populism and it is more similar to the Romanian counterpart in itsmorphological form, but the disadvantage here is that the English “people” lacks the nuanceof low social standing the Romanian “popor” has. Another reason for the translator to optfor the odd-sounding peopleism is that popor is synonymous with the albeit archaic Romaniannorod, which shares not only its etymology with the Russian narod, but also its mean-
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ing: in Romanian norod particularly refers to the social category of the peasantry, thusemphasizing the similarities between the Romanian and Russian cultures in contrast withthe American one. Consequently, considering that the translation is addressed to anacademic public, the translation peopleism should be accompanied by a footnote elabo-rating on the Romanian connotation. 

TO CONCLUDE, this paper has attempted to illustrate Spivak’s contention that “trans-lation is the most intimate act of reading, a prayer to be haunted [by the text]”55.As we have seen, cultural and ideological specters haunt our languages to an extentthat requires translators to proceed with care, though not with (the paralyzing) fear ofuntranslatability in its narrowest sense. The history of Central and Eastern Europe showsthat translation has enabled the region to become what Caryl Emerson calls “intuitive-ly ‘comparative’”56 and furthermore “cosmopolitan, restless, homeless, a natural trans-lator and hub.”57 The selective translation of the General Dictionary of Romanian Literaturewill hopefully provide the rest of the world with as much context as is necessary towhet readers’ appetites for Central and Eastern European literature in general and forRomanian literature in particular.
�
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AbstractThe Limits of (Un)translatability: Culturemes in Translation Practice
This paper attempts a critique of the concept of “untranslatability” as it has been posited bycomparatists (Emily Apter in particular), by a reactivation of the concept’s implications fortranslational practice. It therefore first engages theoretically with untranslatability and its currentcritical status, with an emphasis on its detractors, who mostly hail from the translational camp.This is done with a view to ‘unhardening’ the concept of untranslatability while also payingattention to its substantial overlap with other concepts, such as that of cultureme, a conceptwhich has caught on in Central and Eastern Europe in particular. The second half of the paper illus-trates the tension between translatability and untranslatability through two case studies regard-ing two culturemes, one historical, the other ideological. Ultimately, this article advocates practi-cal translatability over its arguably elitist theoretical counterpart.
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